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Satellite Single Claim

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

This claim was submitted on 7/2/2002 at 19:27
Single Claim for Satellite Retransmission Royalty Fees

mcHvEB
JUl
GENERAL COUNSEL
OF COPYRIGHT

the Copyright Office
accordance with section 119 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C., and Part 257 of with the Copyright
files
herein
regulations, 37 CFR 257.1 et seq, the copyright owner claimant named
satellite carriers retransmitting
Office of the Library of Congress a claim to royalty payments collected from
signals. This single
broadcast
radio
and
television
copyrighted programming contained on over-the-air
2001.
calendar
year
during
carriers
satellite
claim to royalties is for fees collected from
In

Full name and address (including
entity filing the claim to royalties:

a specific number and street name or rural route) of the person or the

WESTERN INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATION
12121 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 422
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

Telephone number of person or entity filing the claim:
(310) 820-8485

Facsimile number,

if

any, of person or entity filing the claim:

(310) 820-8376
Full legal

name and address of the copyright owner entitled to claim the royalty fees.:

SAME

statement of the nature of the copyright owner's work or works (examples: motion pictures, a
syndicated television series, sports broadcasts, a news program):

A general

SYNDICATED TELEVISION SERIES

The copyrighted broadcast program IT'S SHOWTIME AT- APOLLO was the subject of a primary
transmission made by broadcast station WUSA, which is licensed to the city of WASHINGTON, DC, on
NOVEMBER 24, 2001 and was retransmitted by satellite carrier SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
OPERATING CORPORATION to subscribers located outside that station's local market.
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Satellite Single Claim

From:
To:
Date:

Subject:

This claim was submitted on 7/2/2002 at 19:52
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Single Claim for Satellite Retransmission Royalty Fees
of the Copyright Office
accordance with section 119 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C., and Part 257 files with the Copyright
named herein
regulations, 37 CFR 257.1 et seq, the copyright owner claimant
from satellite carriers retransmitting
collected
payments
to
royalty
claim
a
Office of the Library of Congress
and radio broadcast signals. This single
copyrighted programming contained on over-the-air television
calendar year 2001.
claim to royalties is for fees collected from satellite carriers during
In

Full name and address (including
entity filing the claim to royalties:

a specific number and street name or rural route) of the person or the

WESTERN INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATION
12121 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 422
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 ATTN: D. Valdivia

Telephone number of person or entity filing the claim:
(310) 820-8485

Facsimile number,

if

any, of person or entity filing the claim:

(310) 820-8376
Full legal

name and address of the copyright owner entitled to claim the royalty fees.:

SAME

statement of the nature of the copyright owner's work or works (examples: motion pictures, a
syndicated television series, sports broadcasts, a news program):

A general

SYNDICATED TELEVISION SERIES

The copyrighted broadcast program IT'S SHOWTIME AT- APOLLO was the subject of a primary
transmission made by broadcast station WUSA, which is licensed to the city of WASHINGTON, D.C., on
NOVEMBER 24, 2001 and was retransmitted by satellite carrier SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
OPERATING CORPORATION to subscribers located outside that station's local market.
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